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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In August 2022, provisional life expectancy estimates  for 2021 were released, showing Americans

had lost nearly three years of life expectancy during 2020 and 2021. In December 2022, the

@nalized mortality report  con@rmed these shocking data.

Shocking Decline in US Life Expectancy

In 2019, the average life span of Americans of all ethnicities was 78.8 years.  By the end of 2020, it

had dropped to 77.0 years  and by the end of 2021, it was 76.4.  As detailed in the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention's @nalized mortality report for 2021:

"In 2021, life expectancy at birth was 76.4 years for the total U.S. population — a decrease

of 0.6 year from 77.0 years in 2020 ... For males, life expectancy decreased 0.7 year from

74.2 in 2020 to 73.5 in 2021. For females, life expectancy decreased 0.6 year from 79.9 in

2020 to 79.3 in 2021 ... From 2020 to 2021, death rates increased for each age group 1

year and over ..."

As Virginia Commonwealth University professor of population health Dr. Steven Woolf told USA

Today,  "That means all the medical advances over the past quarter century have been erased."

Life Expectancy Has Dropped Across All Age Groups

Age-speci@c rates of death increased across all age groups as follows:

10.1% for age group 1–4 (from 22.7 deaths

per 100,000 population in 2020 to 25.0 in

2021)

4.4% for 5–14 (13.7 to 14.3)

5.6% for 15–24 (84.2 to 88.9) 13.4% for 25–34 (159.5 to 180.8)

16.1% for 35–44 (248.0 to 287.9) 12.1% for 45–54 (473.5 to 531.0)

7.5% for 55–64 (1,038.9 to 1,117.1) 3.8% for 65–74 (2,072.3 to 2,151.3)

2.4% for 75–84 (4,997.0 to 5,119.4) 3.5% for 85 and over (15,210.9 to 15,743.3)

As you can see, something very strange is going on here. While life expectancy dropped across all

age groups, the age groups with the highest increases in mortality were working age adults, 25

through 54, followed by children between the ages of 1 and 4.

What's Killing Younger Americans?

The leading causes of death in 2021 were heart disease, cancer and COVID-19, all three of which

were higher in 2021 than 2020.  Unintentional injury and stroke also signi@cantly increased in

2021.

Heart disease, stroke and cancer are all now-known side effects of the COVID jabs. Unintentional

injuries may also be due to the shots, as you may easily be injured if you pass out or suffer a heart

attack or stroke while doing just about anything.

Woolf, however, believes low COVID-19 jab rates and general poor health of Americans are to blame

for the increased mortality. In addition to disregarding the fact that the primary causes of death are

side effects of the COVID shots, working age adults and children are also, comparatively speaking,

the healthiest groups in general and ought to have a lower risk of death from any cause, but

especially heart disease and cancer.

And, since they have a far lower risk of dying from COVID in the @rst place (compared to the

elderly), a slightly lower COVID jab rate in this age group is unlikely to have made such a huge

difference.

According to CDC data,  84% of 25- to 49-year-olds got at least one dose and 71% is considered

"fully 'vaccinated.'" In the 50 to 64 year category, it's 95% and 83% respectively. In the 65 and over

category, 95% got at least one dose and 93% are "fully 'vaccinated,'" so it's not like there's a major

difference in jab rates.

'Sudden Death Syndrome' May Be Driving Down Life Expectancy

COVID-19 is an unlikely cause for the rapid decline in life expectancy for the simple fact that it's not

a major contributor to rising excess mortality. Excess mortality is a statistic that is related to but

separate from life expectancy.

It refers to the difference between the observed numbers of deaths (from all causes) during a given

time, compared to the expected number of deaths based on historical norms, such as the previous

@ve-year average. (Formula: reported deaths minus expected deaths equals excess deaths.)

Across the world, excess mortality has dramatically risen since the start of the pandemic, and

barely a day now goes by without a healthy adult suddenly dropping dead with no apparent cause.

People have died during live broadcasts, in the middle of speeches and during dinner.

Clearly, they were feeling well enough to go to work, to an event or a restaurant, and something

caused them to instantaneously die without warning. These are the people making up these excess

death statistics. They shouldn't be dead, yet something took them out.

Excess Deaths Took Off After the COVID Jab Rollout

While COVID-positive deaths were part of the equation in 2020, excess deaths really took off after

the rollout of the COVID jabs, not during the height of the pandemic as one would expect if COVID-

19 was the real killer.  Besides, we already know that "COVID-19 death" simply means that the

person tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 at the time of death or just prior to it.

“ If the COVID jabs worked, you'd expect excess
mortality to drop, yet that's not what we're seeing.
We're also not seeing mass death from COVID. The
only clear factor that might account for these
discrepancies is mass injection with an
experimental gene transfer technology.”

For the U.S., there were 3,440,546 deaths of all ages for the year 2020.  The expected numbers

were 3,028,959, so that was an excess of 13.6% (411,587 above expected). In 2021, there were

3,459,496 deaths of all ages, which was 16.4% above expectations. As of mid-April 2022, the

excess death rate was already at 14.1%, with 1,041,538 reported deaths of all ages.

If the COVID jabs worked, you'd expect excess mortality to drop, yet that's not what we're seeing.

We're also not seeing mass death from COVID. The only clear factor that might account for these

discrepancies is mass injection with an experimental gene transfer technology.

More Working Age Adults Were Coerced Into Taking the Jab

Life insurance data con@rm that it's working age adults who are dying in record numbers, which is

what's really driving down life expectancy. In the third quarter of 2021, the death rate of working-

age Americans (18 to 64) was 40% higher than prepandemic levels, and these deaths were, again,

not attributed to COVID.

As noted by Dr. Robert Malone in a January 2022 Substack article,  workers were forced to accept

the toxic COVID jabs at a higher frequency relative to the general population. This, I believe, is the

real answer to why they're dying at a disproportionate rate.

As for children under 4, well, toxins tend to be more dangerous to younger children, so it's no great

shock that the death rate for children has risen more than the rate of older people. After all, we're

now giving these toxic COVID jabs to babies as young as 6 months old.

Data Manipulation Hides Real Cause of Death

As mentioned, the leading causes of death in 2021 were heart disease, cancer and COVID-19. Data

analysis by The Ethical Skeptic  — self-described as a former intelligence odcer and strategist —

shows cancer deaths are now being mislabeled as COVID deaths. The suspicion is that this is an

effort to hide the fact that the COVID shots have resulted in soaring cancer rates.

Seven of the 11 International Classi@cation of Diseases (ICD) codes tracked by the U.S. National

Center for Health Statistics — including cancer — saw sharp upticks starting in the @rst week of

April 2021, which is when large swaths of the American population were getting their @rst COVID

jabs. 

According to The Ethical Skeptic's analysis of U.S. Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR)

data, the CDC has been @ltering and redesignating cancer deaths as COVID deaths since Week 14

of 2021 to eliminate the cancer signal.

The following two charts illustrate how cancer mortality is being arti@cially suppressed. As

explained by The Ethical Skeptic:

"The set dynamics are complex, but the principle is straightforward. When a death cert lists

Cancer as the UCoD [underlying cause of death] and COVID as MCoD [main cause of

death] — the UCoD & MCoD are being swapped, and COVID is being listed as the UCoD

100% (425/wk).

"This results in 20% of all COVID deaths each week, also happening to be persons dying of

Cancer — which is egregiously higher than it should be. This is clear over-attribution =

equates to exactly the difference between the Cancer and All Other ICD-10 code lag

curves."

The problem facing the CDC, is ... What does one do when COVID Mortality is no longer

substantial enough to conceal the excess Cancer Mortality?"

So, to rephrase, what The Ethical Skeptic is saying is that 20% of the weekly so-called COVID

deaths are cancer deaths, which is rather astounding. Swapping the underlying and main causes of

death, listing COVID as the main cause, hides (to some degree) the fact that cancer deaths are

going through the roof.

According to his analysis, the COVID shot is killing 7,300 Americans per week. COVID, meanwhile, is

killing 1,740 people.  What will the CDC blame when COVID disappears, and they can no longer

swap the underlying and main cause of death designations? Time will tell.

In the meantime, cancer is already one of the leading causes that is prematurely killing Americans,

and uncontrollable turbo-charged cancers only started to occur after the rollout of the COVID jabs.

Former NIH Director Blames Christian Misinformation

Former National Institutes of Health director Dr. Francis Collins recently suggested misinformation

spread by White Evangelical Christians are driving vaccine hesitancy, and that it's this religious

"culture war" that is killing Americans.

Collins either has an agenda or is seriously confused, as statistics show whites in general had the

highest COVID jab uptake rates when the jabs came out, and people who took it were far more likely

to promote the jab than discourage it. As reported by the Kaiser Family Foundation:

"... federal data from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) show that 78%

of the total population in the United States have received at least one dose of a COVID-19

vaccine ...

Over the course of the vaccination rollout, Black and Hispanic people have been less likely

than their White counterparts to receive a vaccine, but these disparities have narrowed over

time and reversed for Hispanic people."

Christians in general also haven't been particularly "hesitant" about getting the jab. An investigation

by the Public Religion Research Institute found  56% of white evangelical protestants got jabbed,

as did 74% of White mainline protestants and 79% of white Catholics. For some reason, the jab

rates among Black religious adliations were not assessed, so we have no idea whether religion has

iniuenced Blacks to reject the shot.

Bear in mind, the COVID jab rate for the U.S. as a whole (one dose or more) is 79%,  so Christians

in general are about as average as you can get. Granted, evangelical protestants have a

signi@cantly lower rate, but is Collins suggesting white evangelicals are causing Blacks to reject the

jab — because Blacks had, and still have, the lowest jab rates.

The Use of Scapegoats Is a Classic Prejudice Builder

As detailed in "Vaccines Are the New 'Purity Test,'" the Nazis used a four-step process for

dehumanizing Jews,  — prejudice, scapegoating, discrimination and persecution. By scapegoating

Jews as dirty and diseased, the German public was indoctrinated into agreeing with, or at least

going along with, the Nazis' genocidal plan.

Over the past three years, we've seen how government odcials have repeatedly tried to pin blame

for the spread of COVID on one speci@c group or another. Fortunately, these narratives didn't stick

in the long term, but they did do signi@cant harm for a time.

Collins' attack on evangelical Christians is just the latest example of how they try to maintain

control by seeding division among races, religious and political groups. The more we distrust and

fear each other, the less we pay attention to the real criminals.

But, in order for this the division attempt to work, there must be a target, a scapegoat, toward which

people can direct their frustration. COVID-19 is now endemic and a rare threat to anyone. COVID

narratives are simply being recycled to keep the fear of illness and distrust among people going.

It's important to realize, though, that fear is the No. 1 destroyer of freedom. The greater your fear,

the more you'll obey, and the more you obey, the more freedom you must give up. And freedoms

relinquished are never voluntarily given back by those in power. People throughout the ages have

always had to @ght to regain freedoms lost.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,128 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Wake up, friends. No matter what your politics: Your feardom throws away your freedom.
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Yes, fear and the lack of freedom of expression and the repression of dialogue is a maxim, it is in this plandemic, created to enrich

the globalist elite and all the delegates of the government institutions of the United States and other countries, many of whom are

trained at the school of Klaus Schwab. The ethical and moral principles of Klaus Schwab are de@ned in the words he declared: ""

After all, this pandemic is your basic terror operation. How else are you going to hold society together and mobilize it? We live a

tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against humanity.

The enemy is the deep state that wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes

consequences at all levels: health, economic, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences at the psychological

level. This tells us that we should indict those who perpetrated the Wuhan coronavirus plandemic, accusing them of conspiring to

commit mass murder. In this frame Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC and Francis Collins of the NIH as co-conspirators in

the genocide.

The fact that people like Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Collins, all the 'iniuencers' who got paid, as we now know, said 'sure and

effective', this calls for criminal charges. This could be a conspiracy to murder. And members of the media could also be complicit

in the murder. We have the weapons that allow us to @ght against deception. Possible answers can be given in human nature,

depending on our personality and our knowledge of reality.
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When all revolves around Klaus Schwab the WEF and those who are members, where exactly are the Sides? They are very

bipartisan when it comes to $$$$, Power, Control, Divide and Conquer. They only pay lip service to issues capturing and controlling

a narrow segment of the population to keep them from seeing issues of agreement and an ability to act on those issues. An actual

crippling dis-ease or a kill/clot shot doesn't care who or what you vote for or if you vote at all.
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NATIONAL SURVEY FINDS 28% PERSONALLY KNOW OF A DEATH CAUSED BY COVID-19 VACCINES, by Peter A. McCullough, MD

The results of this survey are showing that the acceptance of boosters is very low and demonstrates the failure of an extensive

campaign of censorship in the media and social networks to hide the side effects and deaths of the COVID-19 vaccination. Word of

mouth is too strong for censorship staff at the FBI, HHS, CDC, and social media The survey found that 71% say they received a

vaccine against COVID-19, while 26% did not. Vaccine safety concerns are much higher among the unvaccinated.

However, those vaccinated seem to be waking up to the damage of the injections. Of those who wisely refused vaccines, 77% say

that the side effects of the COVID-19 vaccines have caused a signi@cant number of unexplained deaths. While 45% of the

unvaccinated think someone they know personally could have died from vaccine side effects, only 22% of vaccinated adults know

of a vaccine death, making the population average is an astonishing 28%!

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/national-survey-@nds-@nds-28-person..  (03/01/2023)

6 NONCOMPLIANCE’ STRATEGIES FOR PROTECTING KIDS AND TEENS IN 2023 Since 2020, parents have had to contend with

increasingly brazen efforts by governments, schools, foundations, Big Tech, Big Pharma and others to hijack, injure or destroy

children’s minds and bodies. Here are some strategies for parents to help kids resist the pressure to comply.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/protecting-kids-teens-noncomplianc..  (12/22/2022)
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Swami1 to the point. Benjamin Franklin said: “Those who would give up essential Liberty, to purchase a little temporary Safety,

deserve neither Liberty nor Safety.”
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The world should be waking up as to what's truly going on. Bills football player collapsed on Cincy @eld last night due to a heart

attack and was taken to a hospital.  Game was suspended. And i was told that another football player collapsed as he made a

touchdown.  The Sheep need to wake up!  Here's some good news though; a book is coming out called "Cause Unknown: The

Epidemic of Sudden Deaths in 2021 & 2022" by Edward Dowd with a foreword from Robert F. Kennedy Jr.  AND the COLUMBUS

METROPOLITAN LIBRARY SYSTEM has it on order!!!  I am still in shock that the world is @nally acknowledging that something bad

is going on.  My hope is that the library will have this book out on full display like it has other books.  TRUTH is @nally coming out!!

 PRAISE THE LORD!!
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As the investigation deepens, it has become increasingly clear that Covid-19 vaccines are the most likely cause of Britain's

unprecedented loss of life. The evidence is damning, with a surprising correlation between the rollout of vaccines and the rise in

deaths. They told us that vaccines would bring hope and healing in the midst of a supposed global pandemic. But now, it seems

they have brought even more devastation and pain instead. The Odce for National Statistics has released weekly @gures on

recorded deaths in England and Wales, and the latest data shows a worrying rise.

In the week ending December 11, there were 11,694 deaths, with 687 excess deaths vs. the 2016-2019 + 2021 @ve-year average

and 999 excess deaths vs. the 2015-2019 @ve-year average. While Covid-19 is often blamed for such increases, this time the

numbers tell a different story. Of all the deaths, only 326 were attributed to the suspected disease, only 2.8%.

www.globalresearch.ca/p@zergate-tragic-truth-behind-covid-vaccines-50..  5803435 (02/01/2022)
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It is spelled FearDumb
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Right Swami 1. Wake up, if not, you end up like people in Ukraine who have already become war victims, see this short video-clip

Outside an Ukrainian church, the only allowed church in the so called 'new democracy Ukraine’, people celebrates around his

statue, the Birthday of Stepan Bandera - a Ukrainian Nazi responsible for slaughtering thousands of Poles and Jews. Already the

US has spent $133 billion on this Ukraine regime while so many US homeless are forced to sleep in the freezing cold in tents on

the side-walks all over the country. The Biden administration is more engaged in making war than it is engaged in it own people. So

you can say: those US homeless people are also Ukraine war victims twitter.com/.../1609667082261512194
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The immunologist Ehud Qimron, director of the Department of Microbiology and Immunology at Tel Aviv University, highly

respected in Israel, strongly criticized the approach of all administrations worldwide, denouncing in a letter the mass vaccination

against COVID-19 and rebuked odcials who have already "marked" the unvaccinated as "spreaders of the disease." Qimron

chastised Israeli authorities for failing to acknowledge that COVID-19 vaccines will not kill the virus or provide herd immunity, as

the government's immunization campaign "failed". Qimron in his letter to the Ministry of Health. “You hid data that allows an

objective and adequate investigation. Instead, he chose to publish non-objective articles alongside senior P@zer executives on the

effectiveness and safety of vaccines." ----greatgameindia.com/covid-psychological-engineering
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You are 100% correct!
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Maybe Damar Hamlin collapsing in yesterday’s Bills Bengals game might wake-up the sleeping football sheep that something is

desperately wrong. He felt healthy enough to be playing football and then suffers a sudden major cardiac event? Nothing to see here.
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COVID Jabs Have Erased 25 Years of Health Gains
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Americans had lost nearly three years of life expectancy during 2020 and 2021. In

2019, the average life span of Americans of all ethnicities was 78.8 years. By the end

of 2020, it had dropped to 77.0 years and by the end of 2021 it was 76.4

*

From 2020 to 2021, death rates increased for each age group 1 year and over. The

age groups with the highest increases include working age adults, 25 to 54, and

children under 4

*

The leading causes of death in 2021 were heart disease, cancer and COVID-19, all

three of which were higher in 2021 than 2020. Unintentional injury and stroke also signi@cantly increased in 2021

*

Heart disease, stroke and cancer are all now-known side effects of the COVID jabs. Unintentional injuries may also be due to the shots, as

you may easily be injured if you pass out or suffer a heart attack or stroke while doing just about anything

*

If the COVID jabs worked, you’d expect excess mortality to drop, yet that’s not what we’re seeing. We’re also not seeing mass death from

COVID. The only clear factor that might account for these discrepancies is mass injection with an experimental gene transfer technology

*
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Nope, you just wait and see how they spin it. All the players will be wearing his number on their jerseys when they win the Super

Bowl in the National Fixed League.
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Steve Kirsch's newsletter - Damar Hamlin suffered a cardiac arrest and will not make a full recovery. He collapsed just now. I talked

to Dr. Peter McCullough to get his take. It's highly likely the vaccine played a role. " It was announced in the hospital parking lot that

Hamlin is not expected to make a full recovery. Hamlin was vaccinated. The Buffalo Bills is a 100% vaccinated team."

stevekirsch.substack.com/.../what-caused-damar-hamlins-injury    Note: Cole Beasley is unvaxxed. Beasley left the team and for

all intents and purposes, retried from the NFL. Beasley recently returned to the Bills ONLY AFTER the vax mandates where

removed.
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The basketball player is a great example to follow. This is what happens to other vaccinated players, Despite having already been

fully "vaccinated" for the Covid-19 coronavirus, Yankees shortstop Gleyber Torres tested "positive" for the virus, as did seven of his

teammates. New York general manager Brian Cashman told the media that MLB has contacted the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC) about what the team should do now that it is clear that vaccines are not they worked.

www.theepochtimes.com/yankees-torres-positive-for-covid-19-despite-bei..  (2022)-------------------Turkish-born NBA star Enes

Kanter Freedom, who changed his name from Enes Kanter last year when he odcially became a US citizen, is taking a bold stance

against the league for its staunch support and association with the Chinese Communist Party.

despite the perpetuation of Beijing. of human rights abuses against Uyghur Muslims and other minority groups in the country.

Freedom, who came to the US as a teenager, recently spoke about the differences between his home country and his adopted

country, saying: “Here in the US there is freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom of speech, freedom of the press I had

none of those with Turkey,” according to 100 Percent Fed Up.

During a recent appearance on Fox News, the Freedom criticized the league and its commissioner, Adam Silver, for having such a

close @nancial relationship with ChiComs despite the regime's horri@c human rights abuses.

100percentfedup.com/brave-nba-player-calls-out-league-and-commissioner..  (12/30/2022)
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I used to follow Packers. Loved football, especially all the food and festivity. But with the kneeling and all that, we just . . . stopped.

So did hubby. Something else always comes along and @lls the entertainment void, and we do not miss it. Hubby took up raising

quail (which he LOVES) and I took up beekeeping. Better way to spend time anyway.
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For sure it couldn't have been the jab, absolutely, positively, 300% sure it's not from the jab, but from right after a "hit" .And i have 2

heads but no brains, sheesh ..The game goes on, coffers are @lled, egos are built and the saga continues..Back to the grind..
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His collapse is being spun and blamed "on the hit".
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Cause of death? Data manipulation - faulty safety trials - a monopoly industry captured leadership of safety, regulatory institutions - the

odcial information outlets captured by global monopoly corporations - the political structure global monopoly corporations have taken

over Both 'Side's' and all points in between - @ring tens of thousands if not more Healthcare Workers standing up for not only their rights

But Also Ours - a population carrying a large level of preventable & multiple illnesses & a disrupted immune system from treadmill

potions meant to dampen symptoms but absolutely fatten coffers - dictates forbidding time tested tried and true methods to deal with a

real pandemic - fudging language and manipulating multiple de@nitions so as to promote things to be what they have never been before -

cases promoted and featured in a way to confuse so as to create the feeling a case was a death, when in fact they weren't -heavy ham

handed attacks on any treatments to possibly work or help being completely off limits - An experimental Jab added to a long line of the

old traditional vaccine not working as advertised - some hundreds of thousands of peoples' and family small, mom & pop or regional

businesses destroyed, gone - one group after another used as scapegoats, just this morning as headlines read nearly half distrust the

Jab/s, driven by tada, church people, you know, the godless commie anti-science church people - and so many more Facts all labeled

Conspiracy and Conspiracy Theory.
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Yes, Just, the manipulation of data will not be able to hide the truth. The passage of time is showing that humanity is suffering a

premeditated genocide due to deliberate corporate and institutional blindness based on its own weaknesses and fraud. It does not

allow dialogue with scientists and doctors opposed to biological weapons against COVID, it does not carry out self-assessment of

results, and it continues with actions against ethics. Freedom of expression and decision is being actively repressed by any form

of dissent within its own ranks and the rest of the scientists.

The CDC is employing categorical game techniques to hide the dramatic excess mortality from natural causes not related to covid.

If these deaths are not vaccine related, as is commonly claimed on authority, credential and ignorance, then there should also be

no reason to hide their associated records. However, that is exactly what is happening. Mathematician Igor Chudov carried out an

evaluation of two completely different data sets covering tens or even hundreds of millions of people from which he concluded

that the relative risk of death for people who were "vaccinated" against Covid-19 is 40 percent higher than that of the

unvaccinated.

Throughout the world where Fauci iu shots have been given, Chudov says, excess mortality is through the roof. It's something

many of us have known for a while, but has been borne out by a patchwork of data here and there, not enough to convince some, in

other words, that mass depopulation is, in fact, taking place. .
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Chudov addressed this by conducting extensive analysis of numerous data sets to scienti@cally prove that covid injections are

killing many people, despite being billed as the "cure" for Chinese germs. The more covid jabs a person receives, the greater their

chances of dying. Excess mortality increased by 40% worldwide after the launch of "vaccines" against covid. Steve Kirsch of the

COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund says none of this surprises him. Given that Chinese virus injections are the deadliest class of

"vaccine" in history by a factor of more than 800, it makes sense that people everywhere who take them die en masse. “While the

number of deaths from COVID has largely been limited to the elderlyit is the young who bear the brunt of vaccine injuries.” It is a

genocide of young people what is taking place with these injections, in other words.

Not only deaths, but also serious injuries are on the rise due to these injections. Think about things like heart attacks, strokes,

blood clots, circulatory diseases. neurological problems and many other fatal diseases over time. "the same vaccine-induced

ailments we were warned about by doctors and scientists who have been telling us the truth all along."

https://theethicalskeptic.com/  igorchudov.substack.com/p/guesstimating-relative-risk-of-mortality  (2022)

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/new-study-from-germany-con@rms-higher  (2022)
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Gui, perhaps needing to be on the top of the list - Fear Porn, fear porn of a pandemic in de@nition only, and adding to the fear porn

now is promoting the "Next Pandemic." Maybe correct as they could not handle a phony pandemic, what would they be doing with a

real one?
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Yes, Just terrible data pornography that causes death, suffering and lasting economic damage. Hunger and growing inequalities

as the globalist elite grows in power and money- More data failure and manipulation of data. Just after Christmas, the UK

government will stop publishing wartime-style Covid casualty bulletins after almost three years. The ones that have created a

psychosis that lasts to this day, led to the ruin of the economy, immeasurable waste, curtailment of civil liberties, and the

introduction of social coniict, not to mention lives and businesses. The justi@cation for why the COVID -19 model, using the R

number, of progression and prevention is not translated into the real world, is published in the link. However, as we are seeing

those who seek to restrict freedom of thought, expression and movement are still lurking with their models and mandates.

trusttheevidence.substack.com/p/the-end-of-the-covid-data-so-what?utm_..  (03/01/20233)
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Kim Iversen; smears proven to be true; www.youtube.com/watch  The difference between a conspiracy theory and the truth is

about one year, unless it involved JFK.
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If Just, big lies = big damage. The heads of the pharmaceutical powers are working together with the heads of the federal and

state governments, to hide that COVID injections are “toxic by design”. If the FDA lived up to its mission statement, it would

immediately stop all COVID injections across the board without exception. This government agency has clearly been compromised

by bioterrorists disguised as benevolent government odcials and Big Pharma executives. The real puppeteers controlling the FDA

are people like Albert Bourla, the CEO of P@zer, Stephane Bancel, the CEO of Moderna, and many others with a globalist agenda to

control population (and reduce the number of people living).

If justice prevailed, those harmed by the coronavirus injections would unite to @le and win a class action lawsuit against the federal

government of the United States of America. However, the FDA and other bureaucrats have gone to great lengths to minimize legal

liability, especially with the EUA. www.naturalhealth365.com/shocking-evidence-covid-shots-are-toxic-by-de..  (02/01/2022)
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Big lies with future signi@cance: NGOS AND USG BEGIN SOWING THE GROUND FOR THE NEW PANDEMIC TREATY ETC. 'The

Science' is invoked to insist that COVID came from a bat, not a lab. Clearly this is an important narrative for the future plans of the

globalists. by Meryl Nass Jordan Schactel told us today about a conference happening in Washington today and tomorrow to push

the COVID zoonosis (it came from a bat, dammit!) agenda (and others) as Science.

merylnass.substack.com/p/ngos-and-usg-begin-sowing-the-ground?utm_sour..  (07/12/2022)
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GRAPHENE "CONSPIRACY" The TestNPAss diagnostic test requires a nasal swab to rapidly detect SARS-CoV-2 infection. It is a

single-use test that uses a graphene biosensor sensitized by antibodies that recognize the S protein of the virus. The test is

battery-free and uses contactless near-@eld communication via a smartphone app. This nanotechnology, according to the World

Economic Forum, would also be used to "combat climate change" or to "improve the neurotechnological brain." "Gene editing. It's

already changing our health and leading to a 'quanti@ed' self, and sooner than we think it may lead to the agumentation

(technological enhancement) of humans." (Klaus Schwab) GRAPHENE FAMILY NANOMATERIALS (GFN) can be administered into

bodies by intratracheal instillation, oral administration, intravenous injection, intraperitoneal injection, and subcutaneous injection.

GFNs can induce acute and chronic tissue injury by penetrating through the blood-air barrier, blood-testis barrier, blood-brain

barrier, and blood-placenta barrier, etc. and accumulate in the lung, liver and spleen, etc.

outraged.substack.com/p/graphene-conspiracy?utm_source=cross-post&..  (03/01/2022)
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And the Covid jab is working on the other end of the spectrum too. The drop in birth rates around the world is huge. The WEF and

their buddies are succeeding with their depopulation schemes.
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Yes, DebbyW, also new data released by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) shows that since the Covid-19 "vaccines" were

released, the birth rate in Australia has plummeted by a staggering 63 per cent. . From October to November 2021, there was a 21

percent decrease in births compared to the average over a 10-year period. From November to December 2021, just one month

later, there was a 63 percent decrease in births. “December was about nine months after the launch of the COVID vaccines,”

LifeSiteNews' David James notes of the didcult time period from conception to birth. “Some of these numbers may be revised, but

if the trend continues, Australia will end up with empty maternity wards. Even the propagandists who run the government media

departments and the so-called journalists who imitate everything they say will have trouble hiding that problem."

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/how-are-australias-covid-authorities-goin..  (11/15/2022)

160 PLUS RESEARCH STUDIES AFFIRM NATURALLY ACQUIRED IMMUNITY TO COVID-19, IN THAT NATURAL IMMUNITY IS FAR

SUPERIOR TO VACCINE INDUCED IMMUNITY: DOCUMENTED, QUOTED; DR. PAUL ALEXANDER,  We should not force COVID

vaccines on anyone when the evidence shows that naturally acquired immunity is equal to or more robust and superior to existing

vaccines. Respect bodily integrity. palexander.substack.com/p/160-plus-research-studies-adrm?utm_source=..  (01/03/2022)
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Unfortunately, none of this is a surprise. So many of us knew from the get-go that this was a scam. There was no discussion about

boosting our immune system. We have one and it can be greatly strengthened. We watched Dr Richard Cheng in China report in April

2020 that he wasn't losing any COVID patients via IV Vitamin C, including those with co-morbidities. We heard about the false PCR

results, like a goat and a papaya tested positive. We heard about the overstating of COVID deaths, like there weren't that many people sick

with COVID in the hospitals, like people who had other causes of death were being included in a COVID death count, like seeing someone

who went undercover in Brazil and found that codn boxes supposedly full of COVID deaths were empty.

We learned that Remdesivir was being given to people in the hospitals and it was killing them. This practice is still going on and hospitals

are still getting paid for doing this - literally kidnapping patients there for other reasons and killing them.

How about the OB-GYN doctor in Florida who died 2 weeks after the shot in January 2021 from having no platelets left - that made the

news and caught our attention early on that something was very wrong with the shots. Then we learned about the contents of the shots,

and the contents are lethal. We saw autopsies not being allowed. We read the book, "The Real Anthony Fauci," exposing his many crimes

against humanity. He needs to be prosecuted. All FDA okayals are a sham, since they're all connected with pharma.

And recently the coroners and pathologists with the huge bloodclots found in those deceased. We've seen the statements made by the

global elite, starting with Klaus Schab's book, "The Great Reset." They've been telling the world their plans. People are either

looking/studying/listening or they aren't. We tried to tell people, we're still trying to tell people, and they won't listen. They're the ones

going down hard, and we mourn them!
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good post robin... have you seen the High Wire episode where they drop the P@zer shot into a slide of blood - it goes from red to

white in one nano second... it literally dissolves the blood it touches.
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All as a result of the regulatory agencies in the United States being the most corrupt they have ever been, including the DHS, CDC,

FDA, EPA, FEMA, CIA, and of course the FBI. Also, today, the mainstream media is more dishonest and deceitful than ever. All of

the biggest scams and money schemes are in full force, including climate change, Russia's "War on Ukraine," rigged elections, the

collapse of the supply chain, iniation, printing money at will, open borders and, of course, the eternal pandemic.

---------------------------------Family members of doctors killed by gene weapons should be a great source of public information about

the grave risk of deadly injections: YOUNG DOCTORS IN CANADA ARE DYING AT A RATE 23X NORMAL AFTER THE SECOND

BOOSTER.

We now have all the CMA Canadian doctor death data in a spreadsheet. It shows that doctors 50 and younger are being killed after

the second booster at a rate that is 23X normal. 6 Canadian doctors aged 50 and under who died in a 15-day period from July 13 to

28 after the fourth booster was required. In the link: stevekirsch.substack.com/p/doctors-in-canada-are-dying-at-a?utm_source..

 (08/30/2022)
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A reality of the mRNA vaccines against C.19. Japan is a nation of obedient people, achieving well above average COVID

"vaccination" rates compared to the rest of the world and the rest of Asia as well. as can be clearly seen in Figure 2, immediately

after the COVID "epidemic" in 2020, Japan had the most signi@cant period of seasonal mortality de@cit in ten years (point A) after

no excess mortality. And yet, after the massive mRNA experiment (to protect them against a virus/disease they didn't need

protection from), they have since experienced a higher seasonal excess and a lower seasonal de@cit.

metatron.substack.com/p/mortality-in-japan-2010-to-2022-the?utm_source..  (02/01/2022)
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It's not even that "They don't listen". They can't hear us! The mere mention of anything that goes against the "odcial narrative"; their

brain shuts down - totally! It's like a two foot cement wall between their brain and the truth. How many of you have seen people

with the mask, head down, eyes glued to their cellphone and meandering, totally oblivious to their surroundings...even crossing a

busy intersection? The Zombie Apocalypse is upon us!
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A 24 year-old professional NFL player for the Buffalo Bills, in the prime of his life, collapses on the @eld yesterday from cardiac arrest.

www.msn.com/en-us/sports/ni/buffalo-bills-damar-hamlin-in-critical-co..  I'm sure that because they are in New York they are required

to be jabbed. This young man's carrier has ended before it even started. All of this just to line the pockets of Big Pharma and to make

those with the "inside scoop" (Nazi Pelosi) @lthy rich on insider trading.
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Also. Dr. Wilson Chin, a Hong Kong-born, UK-trained doctor who practiced medicine in Queensland, Australia, has died after being

"vaccinated" against covid. Chin was an aggressive promoter of Covid injections, being one of the @rst to start injecting children

under 12 after P@zer's mRNA (messenger) strain was approved for children ages 5 to 11. The @rst two girls Chin injected

developed immediate seizures and were initially believed to have died at his clinic. However, Chin was quick to declare to Nine

News jab fan and "reporter" MacKenzie Colahan that the girls were @ne and their adverse outcomes had nothing to do with the

shooting.

In the aftermath of the scandal, Chin complained and complained all over the media about the "threats" he was allegedly receiving.

Then the holidays came around, and Chin reportedly "passed away suddenly" on or around Christmas Eve at the age of 34. Reports

indicate that Chin's death was "medically related" and "not related to mental health." We can only assume, based on the

circumstances, that Chin died suddenly from the same covid injections that he aggressively pushed others and took himself.

Around the same time that all of this was happening, another prominent @gure, ABC News reporter Erica Gonzlez, died

unexpectedly. thecovidblog.com/2022/12/28/dr-wilson-chin-australia-physician-who-fac..

 plus-a-second-abc-news-usa-producer-died-suddenly-last-week/ (12/28/2022)
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Saw this from Fox News article, (Fox News has gone woke if you ask me) which did not mention the fact that it may of been due to

the Covid jab.  Nor did any of the people making comments mention a possible connection to it. Yes, just 24 years old.  Happened

in Cincy last night. I'm glad that they ended playing the game on his behalf.  People prayed for him outside of the hospital where he

was taken to; it looked to be both Bengals and Bills fans that prayed for him. Praise God that they weren't afraid to show their faith.
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WOW! That is shocking Gui. So Chin witnessed @rst hand what these jabs do and he still gave it to himself? Some people never

learn. It's impossible for some to break through the brainwashing.
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Suniower, Fox is walking on eggshells right now. As reported by someone else yesterday, some people that have Direct-TV are not

receiving Fox News right now. Direct-TV is owned by AT&T. AT&T has been been dropping conservative news networks from their

lineup. Anyone you doesn't speak the narrative in lockstep with big pharma gets canceled! One America News is a prime example

of this. AT&T didn't renew their contract in the Fall of 2021. Direct-TV dropped One America News immediately and the other AT&T

networks like U-verse dropped them early in 2021. I have U-verse.

Knowing there are people with Direct-TV accounts that no longer receive Fox News, means I probably won't get Fox News

sometime in February. I know several unhappy Direct-TV customers that live out in the country that can't get cable or @ber optic. All

they are left with now is Dish Network. Usually whatever Direct-TV drops, Dish Network drops soon afterwards. Anyway, that is why

Fox News pushes the vaccines. You can't cut off the hand that feeds you. They are very close to being cancelled by Big Tech

(AT&T). Streaming will be the only option real soon if you want to view anything conservative.
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Verizon also dropped OAN end of July I think.. I still git em... Today marks the end of the kangaroo court.. Taxpayers are out big

time, but as usual no outrage, assume the position, head in sand with ass facing skywards..all's well that ends well.. Saw Musky

going after Soros here.. trendingpoliticsnews.com/huge-elon-musk-calls-for-investigation-into-g..
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The vaccines does NOT prevent infection , does NOT prevent transmission ,but governments used fear tactics to comply with NWO 20/30

medical agendas.
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You are totally correct. Vaccines never work.
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...and yet they continue to discriminate, based upon "vaccine" status!
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THE lies continue despite evidence that GENOCIDE has been committed when there WAS and STILL is an alternative and what I

have been using is not barnyard paste In areas of the world where Ivermectin/Hydroxy have been used there is for the most part

NO COVID yet in US we continue to push GENOCIDE e.g. in Orygun Governor Brown not only FORBID licensed physicians from

RXing Ivermectin & Hydroxy and her enforcers were pharmacists ALL for PROFIT and CONTROL God have mercy on a nation that

allows such
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Oldbiker, you coulda also said "Does NOT prevent Government to use fear tactics."
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My observation is that my Catholic and Mormon friends are getting jabbed and my friends from small Christian churches are not, sticking

to their belief in not using fetal cell material. The big churches are likely invested in big pharma.
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Leaders of Christian and "non-denomination" social clubs started to have the inside of their boxes washed many decades ago by

controllers from other countries. As new monkey see, monkey do robots, they have been capturing and scrubbing their sinful

herds. Also, cheap rent empty storefronts have been growing opportunities for ego losers to found "non-denominational-s." Like

continuous little snowballs careening into somethings.
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Not necessarily the size of the religious corporation (which they ALL are). Catholics, Mormons and other denominations tend to

trust in their RELIGION while a devout Christian trusts in their RELATIONSHIP with God.
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Lends credence to the old adage, nearer to "Church" further from God...Best to cut out the Middle hombres and go direct to the

original source..
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This poll asked: "Do you personally know anyone whose death you think may have been caused by side effects of COVID-19 vaccines?"

28% said yes. However their calculation of how many died, is totally wrong. twitter.com/.../1610047361404882944  * * * *

Gain-of-function means bioweapon: Musk blasts Fauci for creation of COVID-19. “Important to note that Fauci authored a 2012 paper

arguing for gain-of-function research,” Musk tweeted. In 2014, the Obama administration wisely paused the funding for gain-of-function

experiments in 22 @elds, but Fauci restarted it. www.naturalnews.com/2023-01-01-musk-blasts-fauci-for-overseeing-covid-..  * * * * The

spike protein alone can damage vascular endothelial cells by downregulating ACE2.

So why the vaccine was designed to make spike proteins that damage your cells?

palexander.substack.com/p/lei-et-al-sars-cov-2-spike-protein-8cd  * * * * “Unprecedented Vaccine Disaster”: An Interview with Professor

Masanori Fukushima. He says: If the endothelial cells bind to the spike proteins then coagulation is triggered. This can lead to major

impacts, such as heart attacks or strokes. And the FDA has detected the signal of the frequency of pulmonary thrombosis.

dailysceptic.org/2023/01/01/unprecedented-vaccine-disaster-an-intervie..
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Thanks Pete. One of my early "dots" was the work by David Martin regarding the "patents." "We noted that gain-of-function

specialist, Dr. Ralph Baric, was both the recipient of millions of dollars of U.S. research grants from several federal agencies but

also sat on the World Health Organization’s International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) and the Coronaviridae Study

Group (CSG). In this capacity, he was both responsible for determining “novelty” of clades of virus species but directly bene@ted

from determining declarations of novelty in the form of new research funding authorizations and associated patenting and

commercial collaboration" ~ David E Martin: The Fauci / Covid-19 Dossier

principia-scienti@c.com/david-e-martin-the-fauci-covid-19-dossier/
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Yes, Pete, time is tipping the scales on the side of true science- As Dr. Mercola has reported, anti-biological weapons actions

against C-19 are emerging. Florida Governor Ron DeSantis has declared that Moderna and P@zer will pay to mislead the public with

false advertising that their Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) vaccines are safe and effective. “I think people want the truth that I

think people want accountability. You need to have a thorough investigation into what happened with the shooting," DeSantis said.

“I promise to hold these manufacturers accountable for this mRNA injection because they said there were no side effects and we

know there have been many.” In October, Florida Surgeon General Joseph A.

Ladapo , advised against the use of mRNA vaccines against COVID-19 for men ages 18 to 39. His recommendation was based on

a study that found an 84% increase in the relative incidence of heart-related deaths. among men 18 to 39 years of age within 28

days of vaccination. “Far less attention has been paid to security and many people's concerns have been dismissed; these are

important @ndings that should be communicated to Floridians.”

www.naturalhealth365.com/more-of-this-please-governor-desantis-to-hold..  (12/25/2022)
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More and more parents are responding with a resounding "No!" when they were asked to inject their children with a large number

of vaxxes in the childhood vaccination schedule. Courageous parents are stepping up to denounce the vax program and exercise

their civil liberties to choose. Bodily autonomy is at stake, and responsible parents choose freedom over the social control

schemes engineered by the evil alliance of Big Government and Big Pharma.

www.naturalhealth365.com/more-parents-say-no-to-childhood-vax-mandates..  (03/01/2023)
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Thanks bfr27915, interesting link you gave. Yeah, not only Dr. Ralph Baric but also the CDC were given illegal patents from which

they bene@ted @nancially, and also gave them control and monopoly, because no research in the United States could be conducted

without permission or infringement. It made them very rich as the article and you said explained. * * * * * Thanks Gui. Before it is

too late to @ght a New World Order and vaccine mandates, think of this lesson from history. "Yora, yora como mujer, lo que no

supiste defender como hombre", meaning "Weep, weep like a woman, for that which you have not been able to defend like a man."
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SAFE AND EFFECTIVE? 25,000 SURVEYS DEAD OR ALIVE AND TWO QUESTIONS THAT PROVE OR DISPROVE THE COVID VAX

NARRATIVE, CONCLUSIVELY. This is my most important article ever. Since I introduced this solution to end the Safe and Effective

debate, I almost immediately fell into my own trap of being distracted by the more complex, scienti@c explorations of the

deleterious effects of the mRNA experiment1. As further proof, here is an attempt by the pro-vax scientists to frame the

experiment in a good light by alluding to the “millions of lives saved” mendacity, the author, no less, of the study showing a

plausible mechanism of harm: metatron.substack.com/p/safe-and-effective-25000-surveys?utm_source=pr..  (12/27/2022)
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Sorry, Pete; I need to correct you on this. It is a SYNTHETIC Spike Protein. It is a synthesized bioweapon.
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Saw those embedded charts (above article) early this morning in another substack, and then this article showed up down another

rabbit hole, about shifting the immune response of billions of people. "The trainwreck of all trainwrecks: Billions of people stuck

with a broken immune response" - - www.rintrah.nl/the-trainwreck-of-all-trainwrecks-billions-of-people-st..  - this dates from 24

Dec. Don't know much about this Dutch author or where this information is coming from...would be nice if someone could verify, as

this could truly be a disaster of enormous magnitude.
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two friends are DEAD. . . .one bled out before ETs could arrive and the other was murdered in ICU when they shot her full of

Remdisivir which shut down her kidneys and she died of pulmonary edema (she was assured that having been a 2x cancer survivor

this would save her life) Two others have been hospitalized, one assured same as my friend who is dead now. . . and 3 others have

had it, two more than once The common denominator? ALL fully juiced and me? Not so much as a sni}e since I began in April of

'20 to follow the therapeutic protocol which was totally ignored There WAS and there STILL is an alternative and it is NOT barnyard

paste IT IS GENOCIDE >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>big pharma, medical quacks, political hacks and MSM which has enabled it all
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To answer your question Rose, I do not know the author, but some charts are from the Dutch Government. The word "Bron" under

the charts, means source. So If it written .. "Bron: CBS"..., then the source is CBS which is short for: Central Bureau of Statistic. The

other source is from RIVM, also also an odcial Dutch Goverment agency that directly deals with Covid. So yes we can conform

these are odcial numbers. The statement on top of the article saying: "After mRNA vaccination the immune response against

Spike is shifting to IgG4 ...

" This is also correct, as I posted a study about IgG4 some days ago at Dr. M.. The @rst 2 shots do not produce much IgG4, but after

the third (booster) shot the IgG4 numbers goes up and with each additional shot even more, and indeed this weakens the immune

system. This is why people are experiencing relapses of cancers previously in remission and this is why new and rare cancers are

appearing as well. jessicar.substack.com/.../igg4-and-cancer-a-mechanism-of-action
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Thanks Pete, my understanding is whoever wrote this is self-taught, used the Dutch Govt's data to go beyond theory to showing a

real life example. Plus he tagged the explosion of rsv in young people to this shift and vaxxed parents infecting their kids, the @rst I

have seen of this possibility. In response to ros81171, Another substack article is comparing the FDA's approval board, as a

captured agency to the example of how the US FAA reacted to the Ethiopian downed Boeing 737-MAX several years ago. Will look

for it later this evening. Unbelievably scary how Agency Capture can repeatedly cause clear markers for danger and harm to be

interpreted by "independent" review boards as safe and effective! But there you have it, all out in the open in front of the world,

these self-interest groups chose the dangerous, kill option each time! And Pete - is this continued unraveling? Notice was just

posted up: "Vice President of German Parliament calls for autopsies of deaths WITHIN 14 DAYS of C19 injections" - -

peterhalligan.substack.com/p/vice-president-of-german-parliament
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over and over again what we are told over years and decades as truth becomes false. Everything is suspect and truth is a partial delusion

at best, as noted by the actions of the democrats in every move of their narratives.
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Well I guess they are not real Democrats then. We have a similar problem in the UK now with our so-called 'left' political opposition

- no-one knows what they stand for.
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"bee", "... - no-one knows what they stand for." That's because they like to be considered as 'friendly', charismatic, civilized, and

"nice", politically non-ideological "moderates". But moderates are like @ngerprints, there are no two alike, so you never know where

they stand...UNLESS of course, they happen to prescribe to an ideologically moderate (centrist) political party, that's in the

reference framework of left-right politics, with a no-nonsense, ideological printed party platform, so that you DO know where they

stand. https://www.lp.org/platform/  (slightly to the right) ~~ And to be fair and help make my point, I'll even use these two parties

as examples, though they do lean somewhat l-r from center: americanconstitutionparty.com  ~ https://www.gp.org/
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The sheep will never admit the jabs cause death. Their tel-LIE-visions will insure that.
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The cancer signal is sounding! The cancers that result from the covid vaxxes are incubating and brewing now. Learn how to protect

yourself and loved ones from cancer with fenbendazole, a safe, inexpensive, off patent, otc drug. So far it saved two people (make that

THREE) close to me. Read the detailed Case Reports fenbendazole.substack.com  Breast, colon, prostate, glioma, lung, it doesn’t seem to

matter, fenbendazole seems to eradicate them all. Case Reports in the queue are melanoma, ovarian, breast, myeloma, bladder are the

next @ve.
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When all the usual explanations for why something has happened do not add up, one must consider alternative reasons. First among

those is the one few want to think about - this result is a feature, not a bug. I have repeatedly asked Covidians and none can answer this

very simple question - if the vaccines have no role in this outcome whatsoever, then what is the reason for it?  It's amazing how the

"follow the science" crowd wants nothing to do with its own rhetoric. In the last few years, one variable - one - has been introduced. That's

not conspiracy talk; it's fact. When young people are dying for inexplicable reasons, then a rational person must consider ALL of the

possibilities behind that. One of those is the jab. Period. It may not be the sole factor but dismissing it out of hand is part of the same

mass psychosis that made clear who would happily join the brown shirts and who would resist.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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“It’s not a lie if you believe it” ~ George Costanza "The Burning Platform" " IT’S NOT A LIE IF YOU BELIEVE IT" "I wish I could go through a

day without having to reference Orwell and Huxley when observing how the ruling class is able to manipulate, subjugate, and

propagandize the willfully ignorant masses through lies, deceptions, disinformation, and fear. But here we are, living through a dystopian

nightmare blending the worst aspects of Orwell’s 1984 and Huxley’s Brave New World."

www.theburningplatform.com/2022/12/29/its-not-a-lie-if-you-believe-it/..
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Yes BFR, "willingly ignorant masses through lies, deceit, misinformation and fear" Adolf Hitler wrote: "The receptivity of the masses

is very limited, their intelligence is small, but their power of forgetting is enormous." This is exactly what is being done at the

moment, a planned genocide with vaccinations and subjugation that the zombies are still mesmerized by the propaganda that

leads to the Great Reset which is the equivalent of loss of freedoms. Huxley generally praises Orwell's novel, which seemed very

similar to Brave New World to many, but supports his own version of it. Huxley expresses his opinion that the very version of him is

more likely to control an ignorant public.

Huxley's masses are seduced into a zombie world, despite analyzing the sadism of government minorities. The most powerful

quote in Huxley's letter to Orwell is this: Within the next generation I believe that the world's rulers will discover that infant

conditioning and narco-hypnosis are more edcient, as instruments of government, than clubs and prisons, and that the lust for

power can be just as completely satis@ed by suggesting people into loving their servitude as by iogging and kicking them into

obedience. This article is very interesting www.americanthinker.com/blog/2021/05/aldous_huxley_foresaw_our_despots..
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The Dystopian Nightmare is just beginning! Within the next couple of years, there will be no doubt in anyone's mind, that society as

they've known it - is gone! At least, those of us who still have a mind.
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"“It’s not a lie if you believe it” ~ George Costanza" Leave it to Seinfeld, lol. That's right in line with the saying, "Don't annoy me with

the facts, I've already made up my mind."
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THE FILM SCENE THAT FORETOLD OUR CURRENT MORAL CATASTROPHE, by Peter A. McCullough, MD. The novel's plot was

reminiscent of a controversial drug trial conducted by P@zer in Kano, Nigeria in 1996 during a meningococcal outbreak. For the

trial of his new antibiotic, trovaioxacin, P@zer gave this new drug to 100 children. The control group of another 100 children

received the standard treatment for meningitis at the time: a drug called ceftriaxone. However, for the control group, P@zer

administered a substantially lower dose of ceftriaxone than the FDA-approved standard for the drug. When the reduced dose in the

control group was discovered, suspicions were raised that P@zer did this to bias the trial in favor of their new drug.

Five of the children who received trovaioxacin died, while six who received the reduced dose of ceftriaxone died. Other children

apparently suffered serious injuries from administration of the experimental antibiotic without their informed consent. The

investigation and ensuing litigation was the stuff of a thriller, involving private investigators, bribery, blackmail attempts and

missing records. Thirteen years later, in 2009, P@zer settled out of court with the plaintiffs.

petermcculloughmd.substack.com/p/the-@lm-scene-that-foretold-our?utm_..  (03/01/2022)l
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They needed the people to fear, so they sacri@ced the people in the nursing homes to create that fear. I'm guessing they knew from the

beginning that there were therapeutics available, such as ivermectin, but that would have saved lives...counterproductive to their cause.

I'd say they were very successful.
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A great truth, Luana. Big Pharma, Big Teg, Big Money, and government institutions in coexistence with the Great Reset guidelines.

they are murdering people by rejecting the early and preventative treatments of true science. A great reference in information and

defense of ivermectin, is Pierre Kory, MD. Remember Dr. Mercola's report as a guest Dr. Pierre Kory on the war on ivermectin and

all the reports where it is revealed Co-Developer of effective, evidence/expertise-based COVID Treatment protocols with the

medical professionals and science giants of the Front-Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance

substack.com/.../31671068-pierre-kory-md-mpa  THE GLOBAL DISINFORMATION CAMPAIGN AGAINST IVERMECTIN - THE

"BLITZ" The "Blitz" is a Big Pharma Disinformation tactic de@ned as "harassing scientists who speak out with results or views

inconvenient for industry." pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-global-disinformation-campaign-187  (2022) TOGETHER TRIAL ON

IVERMECTIN: DID THE GATES FOUNDATION FUND IT?

The TOGETHER trial was the largest, most damaging, and most blatantly fraudulent RCT ever done against ivermectin, and the one

I did a three-post deep dive on.

However, I just read a Substack post by Alexandros Marino "Do Your Own Research" where he presents even deeper evidence of

previously unknown direct funding of that trial by the Bill and Melinda Gate Foundation (BMGF). What was most scoop-worthy in

the post was its detailing of the multiple actions taken to remove and/or hide evidence of BMGF funding of the trial by

investigators and BMGF. doyourownresearch.substack.com/p/together-trial-on-ivermectin-did
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Hi Gui Happy New Year!...The evil going on now is so pervasive I fear we are swimming against the tide...People don't want to hear

the truth, and honestly I feel weird telling people who got the shot, what side effects they may experience. I just tell them not to get

anymore boosters..
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Dr. Mercola: My BF took the JJ and a booster. He has very strong genetics, however 2 months ago, he was sick with upper respiratory for

about 3 weeks. Over Christmas he had what appears to be a gall bladder attack and acute pancreatitis. There were "micro-clots" in his

kidneys, and they were shutting down. He has been in the hospital for a week and is now home. He isn't right. His testicles are swollen.

The surgeon in his group recommended gall bladder removal and he refused. I do believe this is caused by his vaccine booster. His

mother lived almost to a 100 (99.5) and is father well into his 80s. He is never sick, then this, AFTER he was vaccinated. I myself, refused

the vaccine.
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High dose serrapeptase could reduce clots. These protocols might assist

covid19criticalcare.com/treatment-protocols/math-covid-hospital-treatm..
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You may want to check out the Critical care, iccc.org link someone posted today. Spike production can go on for months inside

the body. Pronto, @nd an online doctor on that site, or myfreedoctor.com or Dr Vliet's website.
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"Deadly New Killer, Makes COVID Look Like a Teddybear " - actually, COVID is a teddybear. Most people have minor short term and,

bene@cial long term immune system effects from COVID, especially most teddy bear lovers - children.
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Yes, parents should keep their eyes wide open so as not to seriously harm their beloved children. Rockefeller medicine establishes

the need for a bioweapon intervention to protect children from COVID-19, despite the surprisingly low risk of COVID-19 while

minimizing potential dangers such as myocarditis. All compounded by the previous effects of the harmful health effects of

masking a child, the CDC lobbied to mask children in schools based on faulty science. Despite media scaremongering, infectious

diseases, including COVID-19, are not major health concerns for children. A look at the top 10 causes of infant mortality reveals

that the top 3 medical conditions are cancer, birth defects, and heart disease. www.advisory.com/.../child-death
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing makes me angrier than seeing parents with very young children and even toddlers with their Breathing Apparatus being

restricted with that idiotic mask! I'll say it again for future reference...An entire generation of children is being destroyed - by the

nanobot shots, as well as the "measures". Children rely on facial expressions for communication. That has been stolen from them -

and all of us!
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TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Francis Collins needs to be in prison with Fauci and Gates.
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ArtieMontana
Joined On 6/16/2011 10:57:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Screw Prison, They all need to be Hung!
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paul1149
Joined On 11/27/2022 10:48:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Collins, an evangelical Christian, acknowledged that this demographic, speci@cally white evangelical Christians, are "most likely to be

suspicious and resistant to vaccines. Christians, of all people, are supposed to be people of truth. 'The truth will set you free,' the words of

Jesus, John chapter 8 ... It's so upside down. And this, for me, is a source of great distress," he noted. -

www.medpagetoday.com/.../102104 . Collins, himself white and a self-professed evangelical, has to know full well that minorities are the

most vaxx hesitant. And it's not because of White Christians, it's because of a long history of lies and abuse they have suffered from the

medical establishment that Collins represents.

Like secretly giving black men only a placebo for syphilis, consigning them to a horrible death, in the name of science. Rasmussen just

found that "Forty-six percent (46%) of whites, 48% of blacks and 57% of other minorities believe it is at least somewhat likely that side

effects of COVID-19 vaccines have caused a signi@cant number of unexplained deaths." Just post anything against the vaxx on a

Christian subreddit, and you will @nd out how anti-vax the people there are. Hint: not even a little bit; you will get downvoted to oblivion. Of

course, reddit is not a level playing @eld, since its extremely woke admins have purged anyone who doesn't tow the line.

Collins has an agenda that transcends science, and that is to put down anyone, even those who share his professed faith, who resists the

imposition of control by the ruling elite establishment. In Nazi Germany many churches backed Hitler. The Christians who did not were

persecuted. Thankfully, we still have a modicum of free speech, and there is more promise in that regard since Elon bought Twitter. We

must continue to use that free speech to strengthen each other and to awaken those who yet have open minds. And we must pray,

because the only way we get ou
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God will separate the hypocrite from His true church(the people). Sad how many sold their souls to the enemy. They will burn.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reddit is another shill for big pharma just like Twitter was. Everyone reading your post might agree with you, but you will never

know it because they will put you at the bottom of the list. It happens on all social media platforms. It is how they manipulate the

sheeple. You have ex-government odcials working at most of these places as "security" in the name of the "Patriot Act". It is all

smoke and mirrors! Continue speaking out against the narrative and ignore being negged. Provide links to back up your

information. I know that's getting harder and harder to do. The old saying that everything on the web is forever is false. I started

saving links to articles 10 years ago because I noticed it was getting harder and harder to retrieve them from the internet. More

than half those links no longer work.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Collins is a Christian, shouldn't we be seeing "pigs iying" and "hell freezing over"? This imposter is a Demon!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah "Randy, I recall "stanley" had a lot of unkind words for Collins, as to his intentions and motives, and questioning his honesty

and integrity.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paul this is why I put no faith in man..I am fully aware God will choose whoever he wants to advance his agenda, like Saul, the

desciples and other folks..Your last sentence contains one of the most powerful tool we have today in our arsenal..It is one of the

most under appreciated, under utilized weapon against evil and we all know there's no shortage of evil..It does not require a

membership to any gym, political, religious or health organisations..It can be done safely in the comfort of your home or anywhere

as a matter of fact..And the best part, it is totally FREE...PRAY
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tho4895
Joined On 4/17/2015 9:28:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Help! Under intense family/friends but mostly daily spousal pressure, I foolishly took the J&J shot. I chose that thinking it was somehow

better than the others but now see I was so wrong. I knew better but just wanted the constant haranguing to stop. What a weakling. I

regret it every single day bc I’ve had nothing but weird health problems that no one can seem to explain, including heart disease and a

retinal issue where I’m slowly losing vision. Before this I was NEVER sick. Do the spike proteins replicate foreveror do they stop at some

point? Is there a way to stop themor has the damage already been done?  And as a side noteI used to receive texts asking how I was

feeling after the shot. Once I told them about all the weirdness going on, I stopped receiving the texts.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FLCCC has a protocol. Look them up. The spike causes iniammation - whether covid or shot. Start with curcumin. Drink baking

soda in water [1 tsp per cup per water ] several throughout the day.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee1959 what you quote and say is worth repeating. 'People throughout the ages have always had to @ght to regain freedoms lost.' " Love

that last line in Dr. Mercola's article. Let us not be afraid to @ght!" ~~~~~~~~~~~ So we know the jab is responsible, why spend hours

repeating the same message everyday. Want to make a difference? Spend some of the hours on this site out on the street protesting and

getting your message out to the world. "Let us not be afraid to @ght!"
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law03647
Joined On 1/8/2015 8:57:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I seem to recall that the word Covid became a @xture in the common language of all TV watchers everywhere when the terrorizing began

with the introduction of this term by the lying MSM. Therefore, can we begin to recognize that this term was thrown at the viewing public

as if it were a ball tossed to Rover, a distraction and tool of mindless entertainment? The MSM is becoming known as a propaganda tool

to raise the hysteria necessary to administer deadly jabs. Don't believe me? Turn the idiot box off for a while and do some reading and

research. Yes, people suffered from something. Madazolam, ventilators, willful and intentional ignorance and outright murder for

starters.

And did you know that there was, OMG!, its "odcial"; There was a proclamation of "no iu" during the scamdemic years. True or False?

Come on. It's not hard to @gure out. Use some common sense and discernment. How could this be? Maybe having caught the iu simply

didn't earn a badge of honor. Catching Covid made you a hero with something to boast about, unless you think the whole scamdemic was

BS from the @rst fake face plants in the streets of "Wuhan" as broadcast from the talking heads of CNN or other purveyors of nonesense.

Stating that one caught COVID may one day be considered in retrospect, an embarassing moment of foolishness.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember how incentivized all medical facilities and peripheral entities were tempted with using "we the people" monies to

classify and make a COVID diagnosis. The amount of $$$ doled out was astonishing and we the people always pay for it on every

end. Courtesy of those behind the curtain planning it all. 100% intentional and always was
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The face plants could have been real. That city was the @rst fully blanketed 5G city in the world. Just crank up the pulses.
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NatureGirlCitySucks
Joined On 12/1/2022 1:00:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have Pure Autonomic Failure and congenital heart defects, will never get that vaccine. Or any other. They make me feel like a criminal.

There are no freedoms in the US. I do wear a mask at all times in public- for my HEALTH not politics. Of course, I am also criticized for

that too! Evil
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They always tell us to trust the science, however, even the beloved scientist's Albert Einstein's, have at least 5 of his theories proven

wrong. It is not such about trusting science, it is trust in the long running testing of that science (years of study, long term live time

outcomes) It is also trusting your gut, about the right thing to do when a product is pushed by multi-billion dollar corporations and weird

unstable governments. People need to take a step back, stop watching screens and start thinking for themselves again. Think about it,

what was the last time you played a game of catch in the backyard with your kids, or you, yourself opened a book to learn something,

besides which superstar is sleeping with someone besides their own spouse? Most people have stopped exploring their minds, GIGO
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Einstein said something like "I believe in intuition and inspiration. I sometimes think that I am right, but do not know that I

am."
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is telling and ironic that Collins for years posed as perhaps the leading Christian in Big Science, ostentatiously attempting to reconcile

religious faith with scienti@c skepticism. Now he has been unmasked as one of the designers of the virus and fathers of the plandemic

along with globalist and Chicom agent Fraudci, and it is clear that our purported latter-day Saint Francis has been nothing but a sleeper

agent for secular humanism and even for satanism.
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ros81171
Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES, it must be Christians Nero blamed Christians for the fact Rome was rotting from within More recently Hitler blamed Jews for the fact

Germany lost WWI and more recent Dems blamed Trump for every problem. . . and still do Christ spoke of persecution: And ye shall be

hated of all men for My name's sake: but he that endureth to the end shall be saved. Fear them not therefore: for there is nothing covered,

that shall not be revealed; and hid, that shall not be known Matthew 10: 22,26
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"People throughout the ages have always had to @ght to regain freedoms lost." Love that last line in Dr. Mercola's article. Let us not be

afraid to @ght!
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gh[nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This more or less explains the massive surge, supposedly by some form of covid, yesterday in China. There is reportedly massive deaths

and hospitalizations; but and a big BUT, is that during this the Chinese are iying all over the world. Keep the salt block handy, I noticed

they are over doing the unvaccinated fear tactic this morning on MSM. Buckle up, the idiots are in full swing.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/ccp-opens-pressure-valve-on-the-pandemic..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! Made it 3/4 of the way through this presentation yesterday. Seeding the world with even more illness? What was not

mentioned is how many? Approx 7 billion are walking around with suppressed immune response, so not necessarily covid, but iu,

rsv, pneumonia or what have you may show up...and who's gonna tag this back to the shots?
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More and more athletes are dropping dead on the playing @elds. I used to think that it was from diet related processed foods and

selenium de@ciencies. Now the tides have changed to Covid vaccines and spike proteins and who knows what else. Hate, lies and fear,

needs to be added to the list, of the ***' genocidal plan, in the article above.
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Either way (food or meds) modern corporate interests are at the root of the problem. I spoke to my cousin in Canada yesterday

who is 80. She and her friends have all been down with 'Covid' over the last week. Most of them have had two shots and 3

boosters. In her favour she does use Vit D3 and takes mag sulphate baths. I simply mentioned that studies are showing that an

increasing number of boosters seems to be inhibiting normal immune function. It's hard to know what to say when the downside of

the shots is so utterly horri@c for many.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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While Dr. Mercola divulges information to us about how important it is to exercise and eat a healthy diet, what is happening to

many athletes who are suffering the damage of genetic weapons is terrible. 1350 athletes with cardiac arrests, serious problems,

919 of them dead, since the COVID injection Here is a non-exhaustive and continually growing list of primarily youth athletes who

experienced signi@cant medical issues in 2021/2022 after receiving one or more COVID vaccines. Initially, many of these were not

informed. We know that many people were told not to tell anyone about their adverse reactions and the media did not report them.

Most are still underreported by the mainstream media, but sports news cannot ignore the fact that soccer players and other stars

collapse in the middle of a game due to sudden cardiac arrest. Many of them die, more than 50%.

www.globalresearch.ca/1323-athlete-cardiac-arrests-serious-issues-900-..  (09/21/2022)
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Joined On 7/26/2007 6:24:19 PM
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Has anyone seen stars on YYL (years of life lost). Those stars must be going through the roof.  As for switching underlying cause with

contributing cause I wonder where that is done. I thought states did their own death coding so any switches would have to be at the state

level, although I may be wrong and coding it done at a federal level.
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Cibolt
Joined On 7/30/2020 4:29:55 PM
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When my friend's husband died one year ago, she was expressly told by the ER doctor that her husband did not die from COVID.

The Douglas County Health Department pressured the Dr to change the cause of death to COVID. He refused. They then refused to

process the death certi@cate, preventing my friend from @nishing up her husband's affairs. The Dr @nally gave in.  My friend was

told the County received several thousand dollars for each COVID-labelled death.
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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When people don't fear& seek God,or seek to inform themselves:it's easy for the syncretizing cult masters headed by Rome's godmen &

crony coadjutors marginalize& divide. Men are either united in truth or lies,& only truth is protective& hinders the games of nicolaitans&

master sorcerer's& witch's of MYSTERY's inner core& spirit. Satan is the master of it all& strings his ministers& servants along from

'secret knowledge' to 'secret knowledge' until they discover the last secret that seductive unfaithful& untrue spirit kept from them to the

bitter end: their shared end w/ him in Hell& the lake of @re,& his keeping them from the strait gate& Gospel by which they could have

received a very different end,& life w/ a share in the eternal inheritance of the Son of God:Lord of lords,& God of gods:but they rejected it

w/ dividing truth.

Evangelical has become a bastardized term, like Bible:but real Bible believers holding forth the true& preserved light& sword of the Spirit,

the word of God which God has set even above his name, have ever been seen as a threat by the usurping powers that shouldn't be,&

found amongst the 'collateral damage' of every united 'crusade', inquisition & persecution.

I am surprised that educated folks such as follow Dr. Mercola aren't more informed about that, & just how passe the term 'race' has really

become w/ the explosion of genetic information. Nathaniel Jeanson has done some pretty amazing collating of genetic data showing

heritage,& we're all an amazing collection of mutts sorted by the sinful empire sorting of men& their waves of conquest& migrations, so

that skin color is about the least evidence of true heritage that there is!

It's just too powerful& incendiary a lie for the masters to pass up, I guess: the deceiving& being deceived,evil men& seducers waxing

worse& worse, men being given over to their idolatrous desires to the end of more& more corruption, lies, confusion, ignorance,

bondage,& violence. The false savior will come 1st.
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rumble.com/v23sjak-the-hidden-agenda-behind-covid-19.html
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I wanted to check on "The Undiagnosed Health Issues" of a day ago but it has gone. It had nothing to do with COVID so why couldn't it

stay like the pre-covid era.
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What happens when the real truth of Covid can no longer be denied ?  Truth revealed in 2023 , interesting times ahead - Stay Strong and

do your part to spread the truth - your kids , grandkids , family members will bene@t and Don't be the one that says 'I told You So' - Citizens

world wide will be in a panic
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For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for expanding its

sphere of iniuence—on in@ltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of free choice, on

guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a system which has conscripted vast human and material resources into the building of a

tightly-knit, highly edcient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scienti@c and political operations... british,

french, germans and russians leading this
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Nevertheless, every democracy recognizes the necessary restraints of national security—and the question remains whether those

restraints need to be more strictly observed if we are to oppose this kind of attack as well as outright invasion.
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This DARPA/NIH bioweapon is working as designed. Your tax dollars at work.
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Watched this while on treadmill; it's a Long Run AND well worth it....    ~  www.youtube.com/watch   ~ ~Note the tactics in 1980's and

90's... ~For Humanity right now.... ~We Mercoleans are awake; others may need to see this...especially to save lives...
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Doctor Mercola is like the person that sees the Elephant in the room. At @rst, no one even believes the Elephant exists. He has a massive

empire of supplements. Those supplements are often far in advance of their time. He has blown the whistle on a number of drugs that

have side-effects we the public would never have known about otherwise. A well known treatment for type two diabetes was taken off the

market at least a year before it was taken off the market here in the USA. And that was in Europe that drug was removed. I still remember

doctors under the payroll of the American Tobacco Industry advertising cigarettes for their ability to calm people down. The same

tobacco that is very addictive to a good portion of the citizens of this country even today.

That is what we are dealing with. Doctors in the business of making money and disregarding the effects on the public. History is a harsh
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That is what we are dealing with. Doctors in the business of making money and disregarding the effects on the public. History is a harsh

teacher. But some people will learn by no other. Thus educated people in charge that need to be removed from odce for lying. This year

may be the year when the lot of them face justice. I would not hold my breathe waiting for that to happen. Not when an industry worth

billions is at stake. When and if those billions in pro@t disappear then this country faces bankruptcy. Try @nding those same individuals if

it really comes to light what they are doing.
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Money talks and Bullsh*t walks. It is Ironic Justice that those sponsoring the various gene-altering vaccinations are the ones dying from

it. That the side-effects may be to blame is even better news for those that resist. How many people in our current Congress are all ready

taking the shots as they believe it works against the COVID? How many have @nancial gains from investing in those same corporations

invested in the shots? How many news people have taken the shots? I think this is just the beginning for a whole lot of people that now

realize that a massive fraud has taken away their longevity in this life. People in general place their faith in their "educated" mindset that

the doctors know what they are doing and have our best interests at heart.

I call it the "god complex" and I also have been a victim of that view that doctors are all knowing when it comes to our health. Nothing

could be further from the truth. Any profession has a set of rules. That basically means you confuse the customer with language they do

not understand. Greek is often used to name new drugs on the market simply because the average person is ignorant. I know long-lived

people that never take a drug they cannot pronounce. The doctor profession now is going the way of people that specialize in treating one

or more related diseases.

Insurance co-pays dictate they receive $50 instead of $30 for treatment as recommended by family doctors. The doctoring profession

falls for its own lies as often as not. Thus notations in your medical records as to whether or not you refused the COVID shot or shots.

The most competent doctor in town? Usually it is the county coroner. Because that person sees all the incompetent mistakes other

doctors make. I still remember a strike at a hospital by RN nurses. The fatality rate went down when the doctors could not practice their

profession. Checks and Balances is the basis of our entire government. It no longer works.
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www.msn.com/en-us/sports/ni/damar-hamlins-collapse-on-the-@eld-was-f..
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CNN...seriously :) Just minions for the ones behind the curtain spewing what is woke or politically correct
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The scapegoats in Australia are still the unvaccinated. Many of the general public are still confused and indoctrinated, they haven't put it

together yet so, they blame the unvaxed for any problems occurring. When and if they ever do put it all together, they will be hell to pay

however it's didcult to get people to even discuss it. There is a lot of fear about many things not just covid and adequate hospital

treatment is almost impossible to receive. The economy is another concern and rising interest rates. So, there are diversions which I

think are preventing people from dealing with what really ails AND FRIGHTENS them.

The Health System in Australia is running amuck, and people needing care, are simply unable to get the medical care required. This is

mostly blamed on staff shortages and a lack of trained staff to @ll vacancies. I believe these problems are happening in many countries,

not just Australia and having to be vaccinated is part of the problem. Sadly, it is not being recognised yet as also being part of the

solution, with a change of attitude toward the unvaccinated.
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I wouldn't be surprised if Shane Warne died from the jab as he travelled so would have had to have the jab.
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Reserved about injections initially, reading here and other Substack alternative views during early 2021 saved me from deep despair.

Spouse fully on board with the programme, and life for us has never felt the samebut I know millions are thus affected. A dear friend of

ours was admitted to hospital in October 2020; told he tested +ve, given new drug’ which had not been used before’. Then told, an hour

later, that he was clear and an error madesent home, only to suddenly’ develop hepatic problems in March 21, and die within 72 hours. No

autopsy. He had cancer but we can’t @nd it’. That was the moment when I realised this had gone beyond ***-up into conspiracy’ -

apologies to U.S. readers - English idiom). Hardly credible that at last, due to tremendous courage of so many, we see some hope.

But gird your loins, good people, for they’ll not give up yet. Several older acquaintances have since died suddenly, but the saddest email I

had was last week, when a fence-sitter’ friend who gave in to pressure told me that a 33 yr old had died in her sleep, and her 59 year old

cousin died on the pavement near her homewith no ID, she was a BID and nobody knew at @rst where she was. My friend appeared

unaware of possible causation. I reason that if an educated, articulate woman like her doesn’t bother to search out truth, we have miles to

go before we sleep’. Thank you all, from the bottom of my heart, for your steadfastness.
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"If the COVID jabs worked, you’d expect excess mortality to drop, yet that’s not what we’re seeing. We’re also not seeing mass death from

COVID. The only clear factor that might account for these discrepancies is mass injection with an experimental gene transfer technology."

The only part of that comment that I disagree with is the word "might."
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i know it's too early to tell but a 24 year old elite football player falling out with a heart attack on the @eld is not normal. people get mad at

those that are mentioning this but it has to be a consideration if there was no heart disease. i have a friend who has a young sister that

was a top athlete and had a full scholarship to a top school who got the vaccine and now has heart issues and can not compete and can

barely breathe. no history of heart disease in the family and she was in tip top shape before she got the vaccine. and it happened very

quickly. so to the naysayers .. what's going on then? is it all a coincidence? i believe it's intended and deliberate. and the deaths are just

going to continue to rise. and there will be more vaccines and the deaths will continue to rise. and on and on. sneaky little population

control eh?
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Could we extrapolate the rise in excess deaths to 2030?
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Didn't Mercola already post that sudden cardiac deaths have risen from 70 to 770 a year several months ago? I know I read it

somewhere...
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It's amusing to hear a health "expert" address the covid "deaths", as if this mysterious, unidenti@ed virus is to blame. The killer is in the

jab, and each formulation varies from the next. Bottom line is depopulate and/or sterilize the masses. But the lemmings still line up with

excitement about getting their next booster. Pitiful. I hope I outlive this madness to see all of those responsible arrested and sentenced,

from the top down to the physician assistants who insisted that the jabs are safe. WAKE UP.
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The reality is no one who is responsible will be held to account and nothing has stopped the injection train. It's 2023 3 years post

Fauci funded gain of function wuh iu lab release and not ONE perp responsible for orchestrating all of it has remotely been held to

account. Not ONE in the entire world in this period of time. In fact, all the same players are in all the same positions, and if retiring

into a well funded "we the people" pension like Fauci these criminals will be replaced with a similar and the train continues.

Gates and his minions have already simulated a 2025 plandemic and the DHHS is all over the radio and other media pushing the

injections unabated on "our" dime. We get to pay for all of it. All you can truly do is take care of you and hopefully protect your

loved ones from falling into the abyss of indoctrination too. The utter lack or ZERO accountability anywhere to be seen says it all

and has for some time. These perps are more brazen than ever in their greater agenda and the swamp is allowing it..
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100 percent. it boggles my brain to think that people "line up" like it's some badge of honor. i work in mental health and drug reps

come and push the latest to us weekly. i'm not a Dr or PA, i'm just a lowly social worker that works with people on a daily basis

assisting them with tools to remain independent in the community. but i do attend these "talks" fairly often and it's appalling that

these new drugs are tested on very few people for a very short period of time. and then the medication managers of course push

the drug on the client if it comes close to "treating" their diagnosis because they get a kickback.

of course not enough time has gone by for side effects to be seen and some of them end up being horrible. then 2 years later you

have a class action but the damage has been done to millions that thought they were being saved by pharmaallmighty! its

disgusting. the vaccines are dangerous, we've seen that over and over again. i know people that are having all kinds of issues since

getting them and they even say they feel they are dying and that their personalities have changed. it is depopulation, it is

sterilization, it's big money.
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It's interesting the MSM is reporting on Hamlin heavily. This entire past year they've been quietly ignoring these incidents of athletes

collapsing on the @eld. Of course they have to report on something so widely viewed, but they're literally making a big, noisy deal out of it.

I'm very intrigued to see how this plays out -- will they try to sway the narrative away from believing the jab is related, or perhaps we are

coming close to MSM @nally admitting the truth? They often eventually start admitting the truth about things, and then the parrots will

pretend they knew it all along and conveniently forget the denial they were in for 2 years.
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MSM is blaming "the hit" rather than the shot.
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They will never whisper that the jab is connected. The players will wear his number on their jerseys as they go on to win the Super

Bowl. The NFL, National Fixed League.
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Bon jour, Chorale, My life strife began as a medical laboratory rattus that barely survived. I served in the educational concatenation

category of How much Can It Take category. That is most courageously described by

rumble.com/v1gtl0n-vera-sharav-speech-at-nuremberg-75.html  . That victimization status has been silenced in the obscure monetizing

political theater 'cause it detracts from the exclusivity of the shielded ubiquitous parasitic overlords. Being an outsider, a useless eater, I

do not receive renumeration, except as consequential side-effects of inverse universal wisdom.
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We can all be very thankful to the groups that have educated multiple people on the dangers of vaccines otherwise their attack on us

would be much worse. It was a miracle that Senator Johnson and Governor DeSantis reports are out for all to see. In order to help stop

this, it helps to share without saying jabs or anything that would alert the media, links to Dr. Mercola on a different subject that then

directs people to the real truth. My count shows over 100 people have had their eyes opened and just think if thousands open up even a

few, those that want to harm will be outnumbered. Oh by the way, what they intended for evil.... Anyway, isn't it interesting how much

people now know cancer is connected to fungus and parasites. I love sharing Dr. Mikovits reports about the vaccines carry virsus from

cattle, dogs and even aborted baby tissue. Explains how cattle and dog dewormers are bringing so many out of cancer.
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In last night's NFL game, I was shocked when I heard that the DEFENSIVE player collapsed after making a tackle. Watched the replay:

normal-looking tackle, Hamlin jumped up, adjusted his face mask, then collapsed. If the tackle was the cause (possibly secondary

issue?), how was he able to get up? Will populace actually buy the tackle-cause party line?
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They are. No one would dare consider the shot, or risk being cancelled.
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They could also blame it on faulty genetics. Who woulda thunk
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Damar Hamlin, 24 year old football player for the Buffalo Bills dropped suddenly from cardiac arrest while on the @eld. My immediate

thought was the jab. I am so pissed, sad and sick about it. Is there any way to con@rm whether a speci@c person got the jab? If he

survives is his heart damaged for life? is there any coming back from heart damage due to the jab?
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The title "professor" is fast becoming a dirty word, and IMHO justi@ably so.
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Stephjask - you have provided an opening I can't refuse. "It is the classic fallacy of our time that a moron run through a university

and decorated with a Ph.D. will thereby cease to be a moron." ~ H. L. Mencken ..... For context - from the end of WW I until the

Great Depression, Mencken reached an audience unmatched by any other political or cultural @gure in American history. Today he

is largely forgotten.
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Mencken must not have been "folksy" like Will Rogers.
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jud547
Joined On 7/1/2011 10:29:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the UK at the moment we have a crisis in our healthcare, AMBULANCES are stacking up outside hospitals, A&E cannot cope, GPs

cannot cope and there seems to be no explanation. I have two, one, we pulled out of the EU and many healthcare workers returned home

to Europe and two, as Dr Mercola explains everybody is much sicker since the covid jabs. How is a nation so blind. I have about 4 people

that I can share this with without being seen as a nutter.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to investigate this phenomenon. It may be actually happening in your area. However, I took my wife to the ER in

Southeast Arizona yesterday. They had a triage set up in an adjacent hallway to the waiting room to pre-admit patients. From there,

she went to another hallway where all the work was done outside of the patient rooms to make it appear that they were

overwhelmed. I eventually sought out a bathroom or water closet and observed very few patient rooms were occupied. I guess

they save money by not having to clean them, just sweep and mop the hallways. Upon leaving the premises, we observed almost

empty parking lots. Same thing was exposed in New York City in early 2020. They had tents erected outside of hospitals along with

refrigerated trucks to store dead bodies. All were proven empty.
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I'm also hearing an increase in emergency vehicles in my area.
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Segstar
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Randy they are testing to make sure the sirens actually work ..Instructions came directly from the Turd lol..
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FrereJacque
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In my 500, 000 population paci@c northwest county average age at death combined for both sexes for 2022 is 74 years.
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